2015-2016 Incident Report
Call Type

tresspassing

overdose on pills

damages/vandalism

marijuana

Building Name

library

Guad

Simperman

Borromeo Hall

Disposition

Report Date Notes:

Securitas on duty

securitas saw a individual sitting
by the tree, when he asked to
see his ID he replied he wasn’t a
student, securitas escorted him
away from the building and he
8/18/2015 was later arrested by the police

Securitas on duty

hearing sirens, the officer went
towards guad and assisted with
crowd control while the AD
8/23/2015 directed EMTs to the student

Securitas on duty

securitas received a call stating
that there was flooding in the
first level, they contacted the
Janitor, investigation shows that
the shower handle had been
8/24/2015 pulled

CA on duty

CA was doing rounds and came
upon a room that smelled
heavily of marijuana. AD on
duty was called and the student
was questioned and marijuana
9/3/2015 was confiscated from the room

alcohol

alcohol

chronic noise issue

fire hazard: candels

Trinity

Guad

Gaud

trinity hall

AD and Ca of floor

RA noticed that there were
empty bottles being used as
decoration in a window and had
the floors CA address it to the
residents of that room. The CA
followed up with the studetns
9/7/2015 the next day

CA on duty

the CA on duty phone received a
text message in regards to
alcohol, the number was traced
to a resident but the room
didn’t match the photo, upon
searching other rooms the one
where the picture was taken
contain alcohol that was
9/10/2015 confiscated

CA on duty

while CA was making rounds
there was loud music being
played from a room, they gained
approval that it would be an
automatic write up, the
students involved were very
9/10/2015 compliant

CA for the floor

residents wanted to borrow the
vaccum, when the CA brought it
to their room candels were seen
9/13/2015 and confiscated

alcohol

alcohol

vandalism

vandalism

broken table

guad

guad

Guad

Campus Center

St. Charles

CAs on duty and for the floor

the CA of a floor contacted the
CAs on duty for assistence, the
CA had heard clinking of bottles
and upon entering the room
discovered that there were two
bottles of malibu rum, the
contents were emptied into the
9/13/2015 bathroom sink

CAs on duty

CAs were notified of concerns
for a student unpon finding the
student, they appeared to be
under the influence of alochol,
the room was emptied of any
remaining alcohol and disposed
9/13/2015 in the dumpster

CAs on duty

while a CA was taking out the
trash a cup with salsa was
thrown out the window, she
went to the CA on duty and they
investigated where it could have
9/14/2015 come from

Securitas on duty

A Sodexo employee reported to
Securitas that her car had been
9/15/2015 vandalized in the Pay Lot.

CAs on duty

a resident accidently knocked a
table back and the glass top slid
off and broke a little, AD on duty
was notified and it was cleaned
9/16/2015 up

alcohol

alcohol

trinity lawn

trinity hall

AD

AD approached a student on the
patio of Trinity, the student was
asled what the contents of the
bottle were and it became clear
that there was alcohol in the
9/18/2015 bottle, the student was 21

CAs on duty

whilte making rounds, CAs
noticed budlight cans around
the window of a room, they ran
into some students and asked if
they knew anything, they didn’t
but they helped clean up the
9/19/2015 cans

intoxication

Guad

CA

alcohol

Guad

CA

CA was contacted by a student
in regards to another student
who was intoxicated in the
bathroom, Ads were notified
9/19/2015 and 911 was called
the CA noticed two students
running through the hall with a
case of beer and a bottle of
champiagne, they got upset that
they were in trouble, and
walked awat with the empty
9/20/2015 cans

vandelism

Trinity hall

Students and CA

CA received a call about from
students stating that their
window had stuff thrown at it
and they wanted it to be
cleaned up, it appeared that
whatever was thrown at the
window was also thrown at the
9/20/2015 widnow above them

vandelism

Guad

CA

9/20/2015

safety

trinity

Cas on duty

9/26/2015

alcohol

guad parking lot

CAs/students/AD

9/27/2015

mental health

St. Charles AD office

AD

9/29/2015

marijuana

Borromeo Hall

CA

9/30/2015

when the CA was approaching
thier room, there was a rabbits
head pinned to thier
whiteboard, AD was notified
when students returned to their
residence, their other
roommate reported that an
unknown male had climbed
through their window and
walked out of their front door,
AD was notified
students reported to CAs that a
friend had driven off intoxicated
and HP was notified as well as
AD
AD met with student to discuss
incident that they were involved
in
CA called another CA to report
smells of maijuana. AD was
contacted and after
investiagtion there was no trace
of marijuana found

facility damage

vandelism

alcohol

alcohol

candle confiscation

Guad

Guad

Guad

Guad

Trinity

CA at desk duty

Cas went to investigate the
sound of breaking glass, after
talking with the student the
mess was cleaned and the AD
10/1/2015 was notified

CAs making rounds

while walking down a floor, CAs
heard a loud bang and saw that
a holw was punched in the wall,
the student responsible was told
they would have to meet with
10/2/2015 the AD

CAs and AD

while doing saftey checks, two
students walked by with an
alcoholic beverage, the AD
directed them to the bathroom
10/3/2015 to pour the drink out

CAs

CAs were walking down a hall
when they noticed alcoholic
beverages in a room, the
student was compliant when
10/4/2015 pouring them out

CA

while walking down the hall CA
noticed that there was a candle
in the room they enter to speak
with the residents, they blew
the candle out and gaveit
10/4/2015 willingly to the CA

medical

STAC

securitias on duty and AD

water damage/vandelism

guad

AD

AD received a phone call from
the security officer on duty
stating that a student was
receiving EMS in the STAC, the
student had passed out but
seemed alright and was taken
down to the Wellness center
after confirming they didn’t
want to be transported in order
10/6/2015 to be checked up on
students approached the AD to
discuss water damage to their
electronics and loud noises
coming from the room above
10/7/2015 them

CA of floor and students

a door frame started to come
off the wall after the door of a
10/9/2015 residence was slammed

CAs on duty and AD on duty

CAs heard loud noise from a
room and the students were
non-responsive, AD came
eventually and entered the
room where students were not
very compliant and alcohol was
10/9/2015 found to be present in the room

maintanence

alcohol

guad

guad

damages/vandalism

guad

CA on duty

while making rounds the CA
noticed white particles on the
floor, upon approaching them
they also noticed a hole in the
wall and a spot of blood which
made it appear as though the
10/11/2015 wall had been punched

candle confiscation

trinity

AD

candle confiscation

trinity

AD

AD was walking through the
halls and stopped at an open
room to chat with the residents,
upon entering they noticed two
candles that the residents
10/14/2015 willingly gave to them
while helping a student into
their residence, AD noticed
candles on their table and they
10/14/2015 were confiscated

AD

while helping a student into
their residence, the AD noitced
10/14/2015 a candle which was confiscated

CAs on duty

while making rounds CAs heard
loud noises from a room. After
the door was opened they
noticed darts, they asked the
students not to play because of
the damage. After leaving the
students continued to play and
the CAs came back and
10/15/2015 confiscated the dartboard

candle confiscation

dartboard confiscation

trinity

guad

theft

ST. Charles

AD and CAs

candle confiscation

borromeo basement

CAs on duty

AD went with CAs to check
rooms for a missing piece of
furniture, it was recovered from
10/16/2015 a residence in St. Charles
while making rounds CAs
noticed a candle lit in a
residents room. They were
informed of the rules and the
10/17/2015 candle was confiscated

medical

soccer fields

intermural assistents

mental health check

campus center

campus ministry leader

an accident occurred during an
intermural soccer game, AD on
call was notified as well as the
directed of intermural activites
and emergency services were
10/18/2015 provided
during mass a student
hyperventilated, they were
escorted back to their room and
checked on later, the student
10/18/2015 said they were fine

CAs

there were ramen noodles
spread over the hall in the boys
wing, a student was approached
about the situation and replied
that they had no idea of the
10/19/2015 occurance

vandelism

guad

alcohol

marijuana, alcohol, weapons

guad

St. Charles

marijuana and alcohol violation St. Charles

CA on duty

CA on duty was notified of a
studen who appeared to be
inebriated, AD and CA
approached the room and when
the door was opened a student
was upset about spray in their
10/19/2015 face

CA on duty and AD on duty

CA smelt marijuana and called
AD, they knockd on the door
and after their was no answer
they keyed in. They found drug
related paraphanelia as well as
10/22/2015 weapons (knives) and alochol

CAs on duty and AD on duty

CAs received a phone call about
the smell of marijuana, upon
readching the floor of concern,
the Cas could smell the
marijuana. AD was called and
the room was searched. The
items found include beer cans,
10/24/2015 edible wrappers, etc.

alcohol

Guad

CAs on duty

alcohol

Gaud

CA of floor and AD of building

while making rounds, CA noticed
a trail of vomit. A resident was
found intoxicated and sick, AD
11/1/2015 was called
CA was approached by a student
who found empty bottles of
alcohol hidden in her ceiling, AD
11/2/2015 was notified

weapon

alcohol

medical

STAC

guad

St. Charles

CA and AD on duty

a resident approached a CA to
report a knife being owned by a
11/12/2015 student

CAs on duty

while making a second round,
the Cas heard loud noises. They
apporahced the room twice
before asking to have the room
searched for alcohol. Alcohol
was present and ID numbers
11/13/2015 were recorded

CA and AD on duty

a student was found by a CA,
after reporting to the AD what
condition the student was in,
11/15/2015 911 and EMS were called.

vandelism

Guad

Student and CA

vandelism

trinity

CA on duty

student approached CA about
an issue with someone kicking
their door in causing it to break,
11/15/2015 the CA examined the door
while making a round the CA
noticd that the EXIT sign had
been vandelized, they reported
11/17/2015 it to the AD

CA of floor

AS a CA reutrned to there floor
and entered the restroom, they
noticed that there was a stall
door broken off, pictures were
taken and the AD on dtuy was
11/20/2015 informed

damages/vandalism

Guad

health related

alcohol

Guad

Guad

marijuana and alcohol violation Guad

alcohol

Guad

CAs on duty

CAs were making rounds when
they heard two students crying,
they talked with them and then
continued there rounds.
Afterwards they came back to
the student to check if they
11/21/2015 were doing better

CAs on duty

As a CA entered the restroom
on their floor, they noticed a
student getting sick. The CA
went and got other CAs and
they tried to get the student to
go back to their room. EMTs
were evetnually called as well
11/21/2015 was the AD on duty

CAs on duty and AD on duty

while making rounds, CAs smelt
marijuana, they asked a room if
they smelt it do and received a
short reply. The CAs called the
AD and they investigated the
room, and were handed over
12/4/2015 the souce of the smell

CAs and AD

AD and CAs went back to the
room where the marijuana was
found the previous night before
based on the alcohol that was
found with the marijuana. They
12/5/2015 found alcohol continents

alcohol

fire prevention safety

trinity

trinity

CAs on duty

while finishing rounds it was
noticably loud, CAs knocked on
the door and asked them to
quiet down--this isnt the first
time of a report to this room,
12/5/2015 there was alcohol present

CA on duty

while returning to their room
the CA noticed students carrying
the fire extinguisher--they were
told to put it back and return to
12/5/2015 their rooms

marijuana smell

trinity

CAs on duty

drug violation

St. Charles

CA on duty

alcohol, candles, theft

Trinity

CAs on duty

while making rounds, the CAs
noticed a smell of marijuana, no
12/5/2015 direct source could be identified
while making rounds the CA
smelt marijuana, AD was
contacted and the room was
searched and the contraband
12/11/2015 was confiscated
While making rounds, CAs
noticed a decoration through a
window that had been stolen
earlier in the year, days later
CAs were making the rounds
with the AD and went into the
room and found candles,
alcohol, and the stolen
decoration; they were
12/12/2015 confiscated

arson/vandelism

misuse of window

fire prevention safety

Guad

Trinity

Borro

CAs and AD

a snowflake that was hanging
from the ceiling as decoration
12/15/2015 was burnt

AD

AD saw window open with items
outside of it, a student then
came out of the window; the AD
informed the student about the
12/16/2015 misuse

AD and CAs

while checking rooms at the end
of the semester, they entered a
room and found that the smoke
detector had a plastic bag over
12/16/2015 it, the bag was removed

marijuana

trinity

AD and CAs

drug violation

trinity

CAs and AD

distruction of property

trintiy

CAs and AD

while performing end of
semester room checks the AD
and CAs smelt marijuana and
upon searching the room found
12/16/2015 and confiscated it marijuana
while performing end of the
semester room checks, CAs
came across a e-cigarette with a
bulb attached to it, they
presented it to the AD and it
12/16/2015 was confiscated
while performing end of the
semester room checks the AD
noticed something laying on the
couch; it was a broken light
12/16/2015 covering

alcohol

appliance

housing policy violation

intruder

trinity

trinity

Borro

trinity

CAs

while performing end of the
semester room checks the CAs
found an empty bottle of
alcohol in one of the residents
12/16/2015 rooms, it was turned into the AD

CAs and AD

while performing end of the
semester room checks the CAs
found a note on the freezer
asking for it not to be unplugged
because of food inside, AD
checked the size of the freezer
and said that it was against
community liviing policy to leave
12/16/2015 it plugged in

CAs and AD

during end of the semester
room checks, the CAs came into
a room that had a full size
12/16/2015 fridge, the AD was notified

Ads

AD was informed of an
attemted intruder, Ads went to
the room to gather information
and after further investigation
of the situation may know who
1/13/2016 it was

marijuana/alcohol

alcohol policy

alcohol policy

Gurad

trinity

trinity

Ads and CAs on duty

while investigating a scent of
marijunana Ads asked a student
if they had anything they were
hiding, the student handed over
alcohol before the Ads
conducted a search on the
1/18/2016 room, no marijunana was found

CAs working the desk

While working the desk, CAs
noitced a student being aided
back to her room by an older
woman, the student appeared
to be intoxicated, The CAs
questioned the woman about
the students state as well as
1/23/2016 called the AD on duty

CAs on duty

while making rounds the CAs
noticed a room being loud, they
asked them to quiet down and
when the door was shutting
smelt alcohol. They knocked on
the door again and informed the
students of the alcohol policy.
Some of the students were 21
but the alcohol had to be put
1/24/2016 down the drain

unwelcomed visitors

alcohol

Injury

St. Charles

Guad

St. Charles

CAs on duty, securitas, and AD on
duty

while walking down the hall, CA
noitced that there was an
unknown individual behind
them. There was then two more
that came up and were talking
to residents, they were all asked
to leave the building. Securitas
was called as well as the AD on
1/24/2016 duty

CAs on duty

CAs received a phone call
reporting a room that was being
loud, upin reaching the room
they knocked on the door. A
resident opened the door with a
container of alcohol in their
hand. The room was searched
and additional alcohol was
1/30/2016 poured into the sink

CA and AD on duty

while sitting at the desk,
residents came to ask for a first
aid kit, another resident had
injured their thumb significantly
and ended up receiving
2/1/2016 treaatment at Urgent Care

alcohol/ noise

St. Charles

CAs on duty

candle confiscation

Trinity

CAs on duty

damages/vandalism

PE center

Securitas on duty

CAs were told about a room
being loud and a possible
alcohol violation, upon reaching
the floor there was no noise so
they went back downstiars.
Then they recived a call again
and went to the room. They
knocked on the door to the
room and saw that their were
several poeple inside but no
2/6/2016 alcohol present

while making a round outside
the building, CAs noitced a
candle on the table in one of the
rooms, they went inside and
knocked. There was no answer,
they knocked again and a
resident opened the door, the
2/6/2016 candle was confiscated
while on duty, securitas
received a phone call from a
student whos vehicle had been
2/9/2016 keyed

alcohol

intoxication

marijuana

Guad

Guad

Borro

CAs on duty

while making rounds, CAs
noticed a beer can in the ceiling.
They asked a resident about it
and they informed the Cas that
there was alcohol also in the
bathroom. Upon searching,
there was alcohol behind the
2/12/2016 laudnry machine

CAs on duty

the CAs were approached by a
resident that was concerned for
their intoxicated friend, the Cas
went to check on the individual
2/14/2016 periodically

CAs on duty and AD on duty

while making rounds, CAs on
duty smelt marijuana. They
narrowed it down to a room and
entered after knocking several
times. The resident reported
that they were smoking off
campus but paraphenilia was
2/20/2016 confiscated

alcohol policy and hot plate

animals on campus

St. Charles

trinity

CAs on duty and AD on duty

while walking through the halls,
a resident dropped and broke a
glass bottle of beer, CAs and AD
asked if they were of legal age
and the resident responded yes.
The glass was cleaned up and
the resident was informed of
alcohol policy in the building. It
was later discovered that the
resident was not 21 and the
room was then searched. A hot
2/20/2016 plate was confiscated

CAs on duty

CAs noticed that a student
leaving the building who had
brought an animal into the
building after being previously
told that it was against the
policy. Upon exiting the building
2/21/2016 they could not find the student

aritcle V violation

Guad

AD on duty

vandelism

Guad

CAs on duty

while walking through a hall, AD
noticed a door with cardboard
and duct tape, this was
removed, the AD emailed the
residents and told them to have
their furniture back in its original
2/25/2016 place
CAs on duty were informed of a
resident who punched a hole in
2/27/2016 the wall

vandelism/alcohol

Guad

CAs on duty

CAs on duty saw two resident
walk past them while making
vomit noises, they followed and
saw a trail of puke, the residents
were taken care of and the mess
2/27/2016 was cleaned up

health/safety

Guad

CA of floor

Drug paraphenillia

Guad

CA and AD on duty

CA was approached about vomit
in a residents room, cleaning
supplies were given to the
resident and the custodian staff
2/28/2016 was informed
CA could smell marjiunana and
upon asking a resident if they
had any to which they
responded no, AD was called.
The resident then admited to
having drugs and paraphenillia
3/12/2016 in the room

AD

AD was infromed of vandelism
that took place on the walls and
3/29/2016 drinking fountain

vandelism

(updated by TH 4.8.16)

Guad

